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Rocket attacks make May a deadly month

Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion graduates 16 

By Marc Emral
Editor

One of the leading Holocaust edu-
cation and remembrance experts told 
those graduating from the Hebrew Union 
College-Jewish Institute of Religion that 
they have been blessed and they should 
share in that blessing.

“(The graduates) are told to be a bless-
ing … and through you all the people of 
the world will be blessed,” Deborah H. 
Lipstadt, the Dorot Professor of Modern 

Jewish History and Holocaust Studies at 
Emory University, told the 16 graduates 
and others on May 31. “You have been 
given the blessing, the challenge will be 
to be a blessing and the results will be … 
(that) all will feel the bounty of the bless-
ing.”

Lipstadt was the graduation speaker 
and was also awarded with the Sherut 
La’Am award by HUC-JIR president An-
drew Rehfeld for service to the nation. He 
said it was given in “recognition of Jewish 
people and achievements on being one 
of the foremost experts in Holocaust de-
nial and modern anti-Semitism.”

During her speech, Lipstadt said that 
even though graduation is a time of cele-
bration she cannot do that.

“I can’t speak in an uplifting fashion … 
not because you haven’t accomplished 
great things but because the situation we 

currently face demands something other 
than that,” she said. “I stand before you 
someone who is concerned, worried, and 
… (although) someone who eschews hy-
perbole, is frightened about the future. 

“Our world is riven by deep divisions, 
divisions that many people, politicians, 
pundits, social media forces and others 
seek to deepen and make more severe. 
These are divisions rooted in hatred and 
contempt.”

Lipstadt has studied anti-Semitism 
and its impact and recognizes it as a 
prejudice like “other isms … racism, ho-
mophobia, sexism, and hatred of other 
ethnicities and religions. 

“If prejudice was not so lethal we could 
dismiss it simply put as idiotic or just 
plain stupid.”

But she said anti-Semitism has distinct 
elements. Racists punch down seeing 

“blacks, or a brown person or Muslins as 
lesser than and dangerous to the white 
Christian.” Racists protect their culture 
from below. 

Another element is that the racist or 
anti-Semite sees Jews as demonic, and 
a group behind the white genocide who 
are directing and manipulating society. 

“That is what the protestors, not fine 
people, who were marching across the 
Charlottesville, Virginia, campus meant 
when they chanted ‘Jews will not replace 
us,’” she said.

The other distinctive element to an-
ti-Semitism is the conspiracy theory. 
“The Jews are all controlling working be-
hind the scenes. (The Jews) are appear-
ing to be doing good but they are evil.”

She said anti-Semitism is found on 
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Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion graduation speaker Deborah Lipstadt 
said the graduates they should fight all kinds of hate and prejudice.
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Nine of the 16 Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion graduates, from left, back 
row: Alicia Harris; Caroline Sim; Benjamin Altshuler; Benjamin Azriel; Michael Weiss; Robert 
Gleisser;  Natalie Shribman; Austin Zoot; front row, from left, Rachel Gross-Prinz; Rabbi 
Julie Schwartz, associate dean; Dr. Jonathan L. Hecht, dean; Andrew Rehfeld, president; Dr. 
Andrea L. .Weiss, provost; Rabbi Jan Katzew, director of the Rabbinical School. Not in the 
photo is graduate Yael Dadoun.


